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Handling

Dewatering vibrator
The Kiremko dewatering vibrator transfers
your product from one process on to the next.
Meanwhile, the vibration suited to your product ensures dewatering of your product.
Several

aspects

affect

the

successful

drainage of the water; the surface and the
inclination of the screen plate, the vibration
frequency and characteristics of your product.
In all cases our dewatering vibrator can be
manufactured to your specific requirements
to provide the desired result.

Bring out the best in your process

About 15% of the costs of your
production line consists of vibrators.
Then you should better choose the best.

Flexible and stable
The dewatering vibrator is suitable for your product to transport, to divide, or to (have) inspect(ed), over a
maximum width of 1.90 meters. The inclination and perforation of the screen plate can be customized for each
product. Our Fastfit- clamp system allows you to quickly and easily change the screen plates.

We choose the most interference-free
approach; direct drive.
Direct and customized
Our directly driven vibrators provide interference-free and quiet
transport and dewatering of your product. The unbalanced
motors provide exactly the correct way of moving (transport),
shaking (dewatering) or raising (loosening) the product. Each
application requires a custom engineered solution, specifically
for your production line.

Practical and cost-effective
Vibrators generally provide a heavy mechanical load. Therefore,
the optimal frequency and motor capacity are important for an
interference-free operation. Vibrators form an integral part of
the effectiveness of the process line. They are the mortar between the bricks of your success. You can build on the Kiremko
dewatering vibrator.

Our vibrators form the
effectiveness of your
production line.
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